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ASSESSMENT – LOCKOUT

Name: .........................................................

Date: .........................................................

I.D. (if applicable): ........................................

1. The _______________________ of plant and equipment before work is carried out is commonly referred to as a lockout.
   a) Tagging
   b) Starting up
   c) Shutdown or isolation
   d) Cleaning

2. Which of these is not an energy source addressed by a lockout?
   a) Electrical
   b) Hydraulic
   c) Fire hazard
   d) Gravity

3. How can pressure systems be locked out?
   a) By using chains
   b) By using built-in lockout devices
   c) By using specific lockout attachments
   d) All of the above

4. Which of these is not a potential or stored energy source?
   a) Compressed springs
   b) A raised load
   c) 3 phase power
   d) A counterweight

Score
5. When is it acceptable for someone else to remove your lock during a lockout?

a) When the person who owns the lock has finished their shift and left their lock on
b) When you give that person your key
c) Your supervisor can remove your lock at any time
d) Never

6. Which of these is not a way a lockout can be achieved?

a) Removing a belt from a piece of machinery
b) Telling everyone on shift that you are working on a piece of equipment
c) Fitting a blank flange to close the end of a pipe
d) Using a built-in lockout device

7. Every machine, piece of equipment, device or process that requires a lockout should be identified and a specific ____________ written for each.

a) Lockout procedure
b) Safety data sheet
c) Guarantee
d) Time sheet

8. ‘Stored’ energy sources can also be known as_______________________

a) Electrical energy sources
b) Potential energy sources
c) Hydraulic energy sources
d) Safe energy sources

9. Thermal hazards refer to what kind of temperature hazard?

a) Hot
b) Cold
c) Hot and cold
d) None of the above

10. Lockouts are important for maintaining safe working conditions and should always be ____________ enforced.

a) Strictly
b) Loosely
c) Never
d) Moderately